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[ABSTRACT] Guanxinshutong capsule (GXSTC) is an effective and safe traditional Chinese medicine used in the treatment of car-
diovascular diseases (CVDs) for many years. However, the targets of this herbal formula and the underlying molecular mechanisms of 
action involved in the treatment of CVDs are still unclear. In the present study, we used a systems pharmacology approach to identify 
the active ingredients of GXSTC and their corresponding targets in the calcium signaling pathway with respect to the treatment of 
CVDs. This method integrated chromatographic techniques, prediction of absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion, analysis 
using Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, network construction, and pharmacological experiments. 12 active compounds and 
33 targets were found to have a role in the treatment of CVDs, and four main active ingredients, including protocatechuic acid, crypto-
tanshinone, eugenol, and borneol were selected to verify the effect of (GXSTC) on calcium signaling system in cardiomyocyte injury 
induced by hypoxia and reoxygenation. The results from the present study revealed the active components and targets of GXSTC in the 
treatment of CVDs, providing a new perspective to enhance the understanding of the role of the calcium signaling pathway in the 
therapeutic effect of GXSTC. 
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Introduction 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the largest cause of 
mortality and morbidity in the world, accounting for about 20 
million deaths a year worldwide [1]. Recently, the Guanxin-
shutong capsule (GXSTC) has attracted public attention be-
cause of its effectiveness in the prevention and treatment of 
CVDs as well as its safety profile [2]. 
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GXSTC is a combination of the traditional herbs and 
Mongolian medicines, and composed of Choerospondiatis 
fructus, Salviae miltiorrhizae, Caryophylliflos, Borneolum 
and Concretio silicea bambusae. Pharmacodynamic studies 
have explored the mechanism of action for GXSTC in the 
treatment of CVDs. Liang et al. have investigated the protec-
tive effects of GXSTC against myocardial ischemia/reper-
fusion (MI/R) injury, and examined its role in controlling 
important factors that are involved in aggravating I/R injury [3, 4]. 
Previous reports have shown that the calcium signaling path-
way plays a crucial role in the induction of cell death during 
the treatment of CVDs [5-7]. However, the targets and under-
lying molecular mechanisms of action for GXSTC in the 
treatment of CVDs are still unclear. It is necessary to carry 
out a systematic investigation and identify the mechanisms 
involved in the treatment of CVDs by GXSTC.  

A traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) formula usually 
contains multiple components and has many targets involved 
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in various pathways, which makes the process of delineating 
the molecular mechanism of action of the formula extremely 
difficult. Wang and coworkers have proposed systems phar-
macology as a powerful new tool to overcome these chal-
lenges [8]. Systems pharmacology provides a platform for 
determining the mechanisms of a TCM formula at various 
levels, from molecular and cellular levels to tissue and organ-
ism levels, by integrating pharmacokinetic data with targets, 
pathways, and network analyses. This method has been suc-
cessfully developed and applied to identify the rules of drug 
combinations in TCM, understand the mechanisms of action 
at molecular/system levels based on the TCM formula, predict 

potential new drugs and targets, and explore new drug com-
binations and so on [9-13]. 

In the present work, a systems pharmacology method was 
utilized to investigate the active ingredients of GXSTC, their 
corresponding targets and their roles in modulating the cal-
cium signaling pathway. The method included LC-MS, 
GC-MS, systems pharmacology and classical pharmacologi-
cal studies. The workflow is shown in Fig. 1. This work 
would not only significantly improve our understanding of the 
active compounds of GXSTC and their corresponding targets, 
but also reveal the role of the calcium signaling pathway in 
the treatment of CVDs by GXSTC. 

 

Fig. 1  The workflow of screening and analysis of key active constituents in Guanxinshutong capsule 

 

Materials and Methods  

Chemicals and materials 
GXSTC (batch no. 150816) was provided by Buchang 

Pharmaceuticals (Xi’an, China). LC-MS-grade acetonitrile 
was obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). MS-grade 
sodium formate and analytical reagent grade ethanol were 
obtained from Aladdin Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, 
China). Protocatechuic acid, cryptotanshinone, borneol, and 
eugenol were purchased from China Pharmaceutical Biologi-
cal Products Analysis Institute (Beijing, China). Dulbecco’s 
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) were obtained from Gibco-BRL (Grand Island, NY, 
USA). Collagenase II was obtained from MP Corp (Santa Ana 
CA, USA), and trypsin was purchased from Amresco (Solon, 
OH USA). Fluo-3/AM was provided by Biotium (Hayward, 
CA, USA). Prime Script TM RT reagent Kit and SYBR Premix 
Ex TaqTM II were purchased from Takara Bio, Inc. (Shiga, 
Japan). All primers used in the present study were obtained 

from AuGCT DNA-SYN Biotechnology (Beijing, China). 
Anti-F2R and NOS3 antibodies produced in rabbit were ob-
tained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). 
Animals 

Neonatal Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats (five-days-old) were 
obtained from the Animal Centre of Xi’an Jiaotong University 
School of Medicine (Xi’an, China, Production Certificate No. 
SYSK (Shan) 2007-003). The rats were housed under con-
trolled temperature and humidity conditions (23 ± 2 °C, 55% 
humidity) with free access to tap water and standard rat diet. 
All the animals were handled according to the recommenda-
tions and regulations of the experimental animal affairs ad-
ministration, and the surgical procedures and experimental 
protocols were approved by the Ethical Committee of Xi’an 
Jiaotong University. (XJTU-(Shan)-2011-0045) 
UPLC-QTOF-MSE Analysis 

The GXSTC extracts were analyzed on a Waters Xevo 
G2-XSQ-TOF system coupled with H-Class UPLC system. 
Separations were accomplished on an ACQUITY UPLC BEH 
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